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The Future of Independent Contractors and Their Status as Non-Employees: Moving on from a Common Law Standard

John A. Pearce II*
Jonathan P. Silva†

INTRODUCTION

Technology is transforming modern employment as new, disruptive ways of conducting business are redefining how the employer-employee relationship functions. Despite these changes, the employment classification laws in the United States, which are based on archaic concepts of a master-servant relationship, have failed to keep pace with the changing commercial environment. The result is that employers, workers, and judges are unclear about the distinctions between independent contractors and employees, and the rights and privileges that come with each respective classification.

After assessing the current legal framework in the United States and its history, this article explores a two-component solution to the problem of 21st Century worker classification. We begin with a detailed analysis of the ABC test, which presumes a worker is an employee unless the service performed is without control by the employer, outside of the employer’s usual course of business, and that which the worker is customarily engaged in through an independently established enterprise. Now established as the most popular legal methodology for distinguishing between employees and independent
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contractors, we argue that the three-part ABC test can be uniformly applied as a definitional structure to all employment-related statutes. Used alone, however, the ABC test perpetuates a deficiency. The test cannot be used to evaluate situations where workers functionally serve as independent contractors but are economically vulnerable because of a dependence on a single employer or single group of employers.

Consequently, as the second component of an improved legal standard, we discuss the creation of a third employment classification category — namely, the dependent contractor. Modeled on Canadian law, a dependent contractor classification allows legislatures to confer select employment rights to protect contractors who are vulnerable because of their economic dependence on their employer. Replacing the current legal frameworks in the U.S. with a combination of the ABC test and the dependent contractor classification would provide the basis for substantial improvements in worker classification.

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION

According to a 2015 joint report by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Government Accountability Office, approximately 12.9% of the United States workforce is classified as independent contractors.1 This represents a significant increase over the past twenty years, particularly in the last decade. From 1995 to 2005, the percentage of the workforce identified as independent contractors increased from 6.7% to 7.4% (having dipped down to 6.3% in 1999).2 But in the ten years from 2005 to 2015, the rate of independent contractors as a percentage of the workforce nearly doubled.

The dramatic rise in workers who classify as independent contractors instead of employees has important economic ramifications for both employers and workers. Independent contractors can be less expensive for companies to employ than traditional employees, sometimes by as much as 30 percent.3 While employers incur multiple expenses when workers are employees, they do not incur the same expenses when the work is done by independent contractors. Specific expenses that are not incurred by the company when independent contractors are used to doing the work include.

2. Ibid.
employment tax, the costs of providing health insurance, retirement plans and other benefits, and worker’s compensation. Independent contractors, on the other hand, must self-fund their own benefits and insurance.

The claim that a business’s economic motivations led to classifying workers as independent contractors has been the basis for numerous legal challenges by gig-economy workers claiming that they were improperly classified as independent contractors and that the nature of their work makes them employees. A gig is a single project that a worker is hired to do, and they are extremely common in the digital marketplace. The applicable legal rules, however, make it difficult for businesses and workers to assess whether a worker is an independent contractor or an employee. The current federal tests for addressing misclassification of workers are “complex, subjective, and differ from law to law.” Contemporary legal challenges have not led to a published judicial opinion that provides a conclusive answer to the question of whether gig-workers are independent contractors or not. Instead, these cases have either settled or been left for juries to decide, leaving workers, businesses, judges, and scholars insisting on legal reform that provides a bright line distinction between an independent contractor and an employee.

Recent court rulings involving FedEx Ground highlight the variety of potentially applicable employee-classification tests that currently exist in employment law. In *FedEx Home Delivery v. N.L.R.B.* (2009), FedEx Home Delivery refused to bargain with its drivers, contending that they were not “employees” under the National Labor Relations Act of 1968. The National Labor Relations Board subsequently cited FedEx for violating the Act.

---

4. Id. at 351–52; see also U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-06-656, EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENTS: IMPROVED OUTREACH COULD HELP ENSURE PROPER WORKER CLASSIFICATION 8 (2006) (providing a table of key federal and state agencies and laws that affect workers, many of which can have a financial impact on employers).


10. Ibid.
review of the Board’s decision, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit found that FedEx drivers shared “characteristics of entrepreneurial potential” and should, therefore, be classified as independent contractors.11 In its decision, the court stated that it was shifting its emphasis to entrepreneurial potential as an “animating principle” when evaluating the remaining factors of its common-law test.

While the case progressed through the appeals process, FedEx drivers filed several class-action lawsuits across the United States alleging unreimbursed employment expenses, illegal wage deductions, and unpaid overtime as a result of their misclassification as independent contractors. In 2014, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit decided that a California-based class of 2,300 drivers working for FedEx were in fact misclassified as independent contractors under the “right-to-control” test.12 This test derives from previous cases in which the right-to-control hinged on “whether the person to whom the service [was] rendered had the right to control” the means of accomplishing the desired result.13 After initially vowing to appeal the decision to the U.S. Supreme Court, FedEx settled the case in 2015 for $228M.

The Internal Revenue Service promulgates yet another test — workers are independent contractors if they are “in an independent trade, business, or profession in which they offer their services to the general public.”14 Doctors, veterinarians, lawyers, accountants, and construction subcontractors are examples of such self-employed workers. Whether specific workers are independent contractors or employees depends on the facts of each case. Typically, a worker is an independent contractor if the payer retains only the right to decide the result of the work and not the right to dictate what the workers will do and how they will do it. On the other hand, workers are not independent contractors if the employer maintains the legal right to control the details of how the services are performed, including what workers will do and how they will do it, even if they have freedom of action over some aspects of the work, such as when it will be performed.

This article begins with the history of the modern legal distinctions between employees and independent contractors. This history helps to explain why current legal tests often cause confusion when they are used to classify workers in the gig economy. After discussing the deficiencies of current legal tests used for classifying workers and cases that highlight the struggles, we discuss a two-component option for an improved legal standard.

II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE LEGAL CLASSIFICATION OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

A. ORIGINS IN 19TH-CENTURY COMMON LAW AND SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT.

Historically, employment classification was important almost exclusively in determining employer liability for accidents of employees.15 Prior to 1880, nearly all cases where worker status was disputed involved common-law torts rather than statutory protections for workers.16 The common law defined employment by the master-servant relationship.17 However, there was no straightforward definition of servant or employee.

The Restatement (First) of Agency (1933), regarded as “the first significant and authoritative statement addressing the problem of worker status,” offered no definition of employee, distinguishing employees from independent contractors solely for the purpose of tort liability under the doctrine of respondeat superior.18 Latin for “let the superior make answer,” the respondeat superior doctrine (also known as the master-servant rule) holds an employer responsible for wrongful actions committed by their employees.19 Respondeat superior operates under the presumption that because employers control the physical actions of their employees, they should be responsible for tortious actions their employees commit.20 Accordingly, to determine employer liability under respondeat superior,

16. Ibid.
17. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 2 (AM. LAW INST. 1958); RESTATEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT LAW § 1.01: CONDITIONS OF EXISTENCE OF EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP cmt. d-e (AM. LAW INST. 2015).
judges determined whether the worker who committed the tort acted under the “order, control, and direction” of the employer as their servant/employee.21 This “right-to-control” test was the general rule for distinguishing between employees and independent contractors in the late 19th century.22

The importance of the classification of workers dramatically increased in the early 20th century because of the impact that New Deal legislation had on the employer-employee relationship.23 Classifications no longer solely impacted who was liable to a third party in a tort dispute; they became essential in determining which statutory rights and benefits workers were owed.24 New Deal-era legislation (and nearly all similar statutes since) depended on the independent contractor/employee classifications to define the scope of the statute’s coverage.25 However, this legislation provided no definitions to aid in determining which type of workers were eligible to receive benefits and protection.26 For example, the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, also called the Wagner Act, states that “the term ‘employee’ shall include any employee, and shall not be limited to the employees of a particular employer.”27

The Supreme Court struggled with the Wagner Act’s lack of a useful “employee” definition in N.L.R.B. v. Hearst Publications, where the National Labor Relations Board attempted to assert its authority under the Wagner Act in a dispute between several Los Angeles newspapers and a union of newsboys.28 The newspaper-publisher respondents in Hearst argued that because Congress did not provide a definition of an employee, the Supreme Court needed to apply only the common-law control test in

24. See Pinsof, supra note 3, at 348.
25. See id. at 348 (discussing the history of the common law control test and the employee/independent contractor distinction). Examples of statutes that cover workers classified as employees but not those who are independent contractors are the: National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), Employee Retirement Security Act (ERISA), and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Micah Prieb Stoltzfus Jost, Note, Independent Contractors, Employees, and Entrepreneurialism under the National Labor Relations Act: A Worker-by-Worker Approach, 68 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 311, 313 n.3 (2011).
determining if the newsboys were employees, and therefore covered by the statute, or if they were independent contractors. 29

The Court explained that it did not want to decide the case by expanding the classification test used in tort cases to all applications where distinguishing employees from independent contractors was an issue. 30 Instead of relying exclusively on the common-law test, the Supreme Court also looked at the statutory purpose for context. 31 The Court, in turn, gave more deference to policy concerns for protecting disadvantaged workers underlying new statutory law rather than relying on a strict common-law analysis. 32

In response, Congress passed the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, which rejected the statutory purpose approach and reinstated the common-law distinctions for classifying workers. 33 By doing so, Congress made clear their preference for the use of the common-law right-to-control test that originated in tort cases for legally distinguishing between employees and independent contractors.

B. MODERN TESTS FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS AND EMPLOYEES

The right-to-control test is the predominant analysis applied when classifying workers. It is applicable in any situation related to employment

---

29. Ibid.
30. Id. at 121 (“Few problems in the law have given greater variety of application and conflict in results than the cases arising in the borderland between what is clearly an employer-employee relationship and what is clearly one of independent, entrepreneurial dealing. This is true within the limited field of determining vicarious liability in tort. It becomes more so when the field is expanded to include all of the possible applications of the distinction.”)
31. Id. at 124 (stating that “the term ‘employee’ . . . ‘takes color from its surroundings’ . . . and derives meaning from the context of that statute, which ‘must be read in light of the mischief to be corrected and the end to be attained.’”) (internal citation omitted).
32. See id. at 128 (“[W]hen the . . . economic facts of the relation make it more nearly one of employment than of independent business enterprise with respect to the ends sought to be accomplished by the legislation, those characteristics may outweigh technical legal classification for purposes unrelated to the statute’s objectives and bring the relation within its protections.”).
33. See N.L.R.B. v. United Ins. Co., 390 U.S. 254, 256 (1968) (“The obvious purpose of [the Taft-Hartley] amendment was to have the [National Labor Relations] Board and the courts apply general agency principles in distinguishing between employees and independent contractors under the Act.”); Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v. Darden, 503 U.S. 318, 325 (1992) (reaffirming that Congress’s intent is using the common law approach to determine employee status under a statute and not rely on “the mischief to be corrected and the end to be attained” by the statute) (quoting Hearst Pub’ns, 322 U.S. at 124).
where no statutory definition of employment has been given or where the
given definition is only nominal.34

In contrast, the common-law agency test is best articulated by the
Restatement (Second) of Agency § 220, which has been adopted by most
courts, including the Supreme Court in Community for Creative Non-
Violence v. Reid.35 The Restatement defines an employee as “[a] servant
hired to perform services in the affairs of another and who with respect to
the physical conduct in the performance of the services is subject to the
other's control or right to control.”36 It then sets out a non-exhaustive list of
ten factors to consider in distinguishing whether the worker is acting as an
employee or as an independent contractor.37 The factors are:

(a) The extent of control which, by the agreement, the
master may exercise over the details of the work;
(b) Whether or not the one employed is engaged in a
distinct occupation or business;
(c) The kind of occupation, with reference to whether, in
the locality, the work is usually done under the
direction of the employer or by a specialist without
supervision;
(d) The skill required in the particular occupation;
(e) Whether the employer or the workman supplies the
instrumentalities, tools, and the place of work for the
person doing the work;
(f) The length of time for which the person is employed;
(g) The method of payment, whether by the time or by the
job;
(h) Whether or not the work is a part of the regular
business of the employer;

34. Darden, 503 U.S. 322–23 (“Where Congress uses terms that have accumulated settled meaning
under . . . the common law, a court must infer, unless the statute otherwise dictates, that Congress means
to incorporate the established meaning of these terms . . . . In the past, when Congress has used the term
‘employee’ without defining it, we have concluded that Congress intended to describe the conventional
master-servant relationship as understood by common-law agency doctrine.”) (internal citations omitted).
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 220 (AM. LAW INST. 1958)).
36. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 220 (AM. LAW INST. 1958) (“A servant is a person
employed to perform services in the affairs of another and who with respect to the physical conduct in
the performance of the services is subject to the other's control or right to control.”).
37. Ibid.
(I) whether or not the parties believe they are creating the relation of master and servant; and
(j) Whether the principal is or is not in business.\textsuperscript{38}

The factors are considered simultaneously to determine the pertinent facts of the relationship with no one factor being decisive.\textsuperscript{39}

While the right-to-control test is foundational, and the Restatement’s agency test is the predominant articulation of the test, several other legal tests for the classification of workers exist and may be applied depending on the circumstances of each particular case. The economic realities test, the hybrid test, and the IRS twenty-factor test are a few prominent variations of the common law right-to-control test. The economic realities test, used in connection with federal statutes including the Fair Labor Standards Act, looks to a variety of factors related to the worker’s economic reliance on the employer.\textsuperscript{40} The hybrid test combines the common-law test and the economic reliance test, emphasizing the former while still relying on factors from the latter.\textsuperscript{41} The IRS test, used primarily for tax cases, is a more expansive version of the common-law test with a wider array of factors to consider.\textsuperscript{42}

While some of the factors and the weight assigned to each factor differ, the tests all originate from the common law right-to-control test. Control and the other basic factors used by current legal tests for distinguishing employees from independent contractors were identified by the late 1800s, and have remained unchanged since despite the dramatic revolution of employer-employee relationship since then.\textsuperscript{43} Control by the employer, the basis for distinguishing between employees and independent contractors for respondeat superior liability in tort law, emerged as the most important

\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Ibid.}


\textsuperscript{40} 133 Am. Jur. Trials 213, §13 (Originally published in 2014) (listing a number of nonexclusive factors courts consider: "1) the degree of the alleged employer's right to control the manner in which the work is to be performed; 2) the alleged employee's opportunity for profit or loss depending upon his managerial skill; 3) the alleged employee's investment in equipment or materials required for his task, or his employment of helpers; 4) whether the service rendered requires a special skill; 5) the degree of permanence of the working relationship; 6) whether the service rendered is an integral part of the alleged employer's business.").

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Id.} at § 18.


\textsuperscript{43} \textit{See} Carlson \textit{supra} note 15, at 310 (stating that “control over work was never the exclusive test of status for either respondeat superior or other statutory purposes. [B]y the end of the nineteenth century the courts had already identified and assembled most of the other basic ‘factors’ recognized today as evidencing one or the other type of worker status”).
factor in determining classification in modern statutory schemes. The consideration of other factors as early as the 1890s, however, reveals a recognition by courts of the reality and variability of working relationships. This appreciation of the complexity involved also divulges an acknowledgment by courts that they lack a clear method for distinguishing between employees and independent contractors. Rather than clarifying, the additional factors compounded the uncertainty of the legal tests. Further complicating the matter, the enactment of statutes intended to protect workers led to courts relying more heavily on factors other than control to classify workers as employees under those statutes than they did for cases imposing tort liability on employers. As new legal and factual frameworks have emerged, the expanded tort law test has created a pattern of misclassification because this legal relic was not created to address and adapt to the complexity of modern working relationships.

III. Critiques of the Current Classification Systems

Since the Great Recession in 2009, many U.S. businesses reconfigured their organizational structures, resulting in significant changes to the proportion of workers categorized as independent contractors. Employment rose by six percent, but staffing hires grew by 41% as companies increasingly classified workers as independent contractors. As of 2010, approximately 40.4% of the U.S. labor force was comprised of workers in contingent or alternative arrangements. This number is up from

44. Ibid.
45. Id. See, e.g., Waters v. Pioneer Fuel Co., 52 Minn. 474 (1893), for a respondeat superior case where the Minnesota Supreme Court considered a long list of factors in addition to the usual test of control. These factors included: manner of compensation, the continuous nature of employment, the exclusivity of the relationship, the employer’s control over the circumstances of the work, who contributed resources necessary to accomplish the job, length of employment, and a comparison in treatment to the employer’s full-time employees.
46. See Carlson supra note 15, at 311 (“But if Waters is an early example of a court’s appreciation of the complexity and variability of personal services relationship, it is also an early confession that the judiciary lack a set of definitions that will clearly distinguish an “employee/servant” from an “independent contractor.” Rather, a court must hope to know each when it sees it.”).
47. See id. at 311.
48. Ibid.
49. See Cunningham-Parmer supra note 5, at 1676 (citing Catherine Ruckelshaus et al., Who’s The Boss: Restoring Accountability For Labor Standards in Outsourced Work, NAT’L EMP’T LAW CTR., 3–5, 19 (2014)).
50. Id. at 1676 n.11.
30.6% in 2005.\textsuperscript{51} The GAO’s broadest definition of workers in such arrangements provides that they are “individuals who maintain work arrangements without traditional employers or regular, full-time schedules — regardless of how long their jobs may last.” \textsuperscript{52} While independent contractors are not the only type of employment arrangement included under this broad definition — the definition includes agency temps and day laborers, for example — “most” of those included are independent contractors or standard part-time workers.\textsuperscript{53}

Although the trend toward classifying individuals as contingent workers intensified following the recession and gave rise to suggestions that the trend reflects cost-saving measures,\textsuperscript{54} there is no evidence that such classification changes are strictly for the purpose of cost saving. According to Yale management professor James Baron, using independent contractors gives companies advantages in handling uncertainty in demand and future conditions, as well as allowing the flexibility to scale up or down.\textsuperscript{55} Nevertheless, workers caught in this setting are often given fewer benefits, have few statutory protections, and more commonly experience employment law violations.\textsuperscript{56} More generally, important components of America’s social safety net, like Social Security and unemployment compensation, receive

\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} GAO, Contingent Workforce, supra note 1, 4. The definition of this category is extremely broad. The estimated total includes independent contractors, self-employed workers, and standard part-time workers (many of whom have long-term employment stability), and those with work schedules that are variable, unpredictable, or both — such as agency temps, direct-hire temps, on-call workers, and day laborers.
\textsuperscript{53} Id. at 6 (“Our understanding of the contingent workforce is also shaped by the multiple definitions used to measure its size and characteristics. Current definitions of contingent employment typically highlight instability in scheduling and employment duration, and features of the employer-employee relationship to varying degrees, focusing on alternative employment arrangements such as those characterizing independent contractors, employees of temporary help agencies and other groups.”).
\textsuperscript{54} See, e.g., Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 5, at 1676 (“Although the strategic use of contractors existed long before the most recent economic downturn, the Great Recession dramatically increased this trend.”).
\textsuperscript{56} GAO, Contingent Workforce, supra note 1, 3, 37 (2015) (“Because contingent work can be unstable, or may afford fewer worker protections depending on a worker’s particular employment arrangement, it tends to lead to lower earnings, fewer benefits, and a greater reliance on public assistance than standard work. ... While current data on contingent workers’ access to work-provided benefits are limited...data show that core contingent workers, as well as others who are not in standard full-time arrangements, report significantly lower satisfaction with their fringe benefits.”); Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 5, at 1676 (“Regrettably for workers caught in these settings, employment law violations represent a common practice.”).
fewer contributions from firms. The scope of these issues is likely only to increase in the coming years as eighty-percent of large corporations plan to increase their use of a flexible workforce substantially and the number of contingent workers in the U.S., when broadly defined, is expected to continue at the forty-percent level through 2020.

As work relationships continue to drift from the traditional paradigms for which employment law was constructed, the law needs to adapt to handle the changes. The current legal systems for distinguishing between independent contractors and employees have already come under increased scrutiny in recent years, with legal scholars calling for reform. In the view of critics, the lack of clear direction for distinguishing between employees and independent contractors provided by the current legal systems limits the reach of protective statutes and therefore hinders the exercise of employment rights in the modern workplace. Consequently, the current classification system is prone to misclassify workers who fall outside the traditional binary employment scheme.

A. MISCLASSIFICATION

The independent-contractor designation has historically been given to entrepreneurial individuals with specialized skills that demanded higher pay...
on the open market.63 Because of the high level of skill held by independent contractors, legislatures rationalized that this group of laborers was not as vulnerable as their less-skilled counterparts and therefore did not need the protections of employment law.64 Some examples of industries where independent contracting is common are technology and construction. In recent years, however, independent contracting has expanded into industries that have not normally relied on independent contractors, such as home health care, janitorial services, and food service.65 The combination of increased independent-contractor classification and the lack of clear statutory definitions and legal tests for distinguishing between employees and independent contractors leaves the door open for workers to be classified by employers as independent contractors, even though it might not be the appropriate designation.

Misclassification of employees as independent contractors has been a persistent problem in recent years.66 Government revenue and workforce agencies have historically been lax in their enforcement of worker classification but, recently, the government has become more interested in cracking down on misclassification.67 The inattentiveness to worker misclassification, however, contributed to the widespread lack of understanding of the legal distinctions between independent contractors and employees.68

63. Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 5, at 1684.
64. Carlson, supra note 15, at 356 ("For example, lawmakers may assume that employees are a class of persons who suffer problems targeted by employment law and who need the protection of these laws, while independent contractors are not."); Robert L. Redfearn III, Sharing Economy Misclassification: Employees and Independent Contracts in Transportation Network Companies, 31 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1023, 1030–31 (2016) ("As a result, employees required statutory protections ‘as a check against the bargaining advantage employers [had] over [them] — particularly unskilled, lower-wage employees — and the corresponding ability employers would otherwise have [had] to dictate the terms and conditions of the work.’ Independent contractors, by contrast, were presumably in a ‘far more advantageous position’ with respect to bargaining power since they could ‘readily . . . sever [a] business relationship when faced with unfair treatment or working conditions.’") (quoting Cotter v. Lyft Inc., 60 F. Supp. 3d 1067, 1074 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 11, 2015) (Judge Vince Chhabria)).
65. Eidelson, supra note 55.
68. Ibid.
The vast majority of misclassifications result from the business either being confused by the numerous legal requirements, or because the business has not paid attention to those legal requirements.\textsuperscript{69} According to studies performed by the Department of Labor in 2000 and 2005, approximately one in three businesses misclassify at least one worker, and at least one in ten private sector workers are misclassified.\textsuperscript{70} According to state audits in 2012, there were approximately 700,000 misclassified workers in New York, 250,000 in Massachusetts, 370,000 in Illinois, 450,000 in Ohio, 580,000 in Pennsylvania and 214,000 in Virginia, to name a few.\textsuperscript{71} In providing this data, the AFL-CIO noted that these numbers likely underestimate the actual numbers because accurate data is hard to acquire since businesses do not voluntarily report misclassification and no government agency has conducted comprehensive research.\textsuperscript{72} These statistics indicate that hundreds of thousands of businesses exposed themselves to liability for failure to comply with federal and state labor, benefits, and tax laws and that hundreds of thousands of workers are unwittingly deprived of employment benefits.

B. CONFUSION AND AMBIGUITY IN THE LAW LEADING TO INCONSISTENT RESULTS

Since the law provides no clear definition or method for determining if a worker should be classified as an employee or an independent contractor, the resolution of this ambiguity when initially hiring an employee is often left to the judgment of the business. When initially hiring workers, employers determine the individual’s classification and are in a position to take advantage of the surrounding legal ambiguity by retaining control over what matters most to them, “while using other factors of independent contractor status as a counterbalance.”\textsuperscript{73} The economic incentives for

\textsuperscript{69} Id. ("[T]he overwhelming number of businesses that misclassify employees as independent contracts has simply paid insufficient attention to the legal requirements or do not understand the laws in this area, either because they have mistaken conceptions of the laws or because they are confused by the array of different laws a the federal and state levels.").


\textsuperscript{72} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{73} Carlson, supra note 15, at 29.
businesses encourage employers to classify workers as independent contractors in ambiguous instances. Workers do have grounds to raise a legal challenge to any determination, but only after being hired and suffering some type of damage, in addition to facing the imposing costs of a legal challenge. The concern of businesses that they may violate the law is lessened as courts struggle to apply myriad tests and factors in resolving disputes around employment designation. Decision making is especially challenging when applied in the context of the gig economy.

As our discussion has revealed, the legal standards used to classify workers are often confusing and ambiguous. Three primary reasons explain the confusion and ambiguity. First, it is not always clear which test is proper for use in given circumstances. Second, all of the tests require a complex multifactor analysis that can lead to different results in substantially similar factual circumstances. Third, the tests require consideration of some factors that some courts feel are inapplicable and outdated.

The determination of which test to use is dependent on the statute and jurisdiction involved. The two tests with the widest application used by the courts are the common law right-to-control test and the economic realities test. However, where the laws and regulations of a particular agency govern a case, the particular tests used by that agency control. For example, the IRS uses its own test for tax cases and the Department of Labor often uses multiple different tests for its agency decisions. Unlike the IRS test, which has clear application only to tax cases and is used in every tax case where worker classification is at issue, there is no clear delineation of when the economic realities test or the common law right-to-control test should be applied.

If a statute provides no specific definition of a term that has a settled common law meaning, or the statute provides only a nominal definition, the general principle that courts follow is to infer that Congress meant to incorporate the common law definition. An employee is defined under the common law by the right-to-control test. Thus, following the general principle requires the application of the right-to-control test where the statute does not provide a clear definition. Furthermore, since nearly all federal employment statutes provide the same nominal definition for employee —

74. See Part III, section A. See also Jost, supra note 25, at 349–50.
“any individual employed by an employer” — the common law right-to-control test should always be applied.77

However, the Supreme Court has determined that in cases under the Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA") the more expansive approach of the economic realities test can be used.78 Although the FLSA defines the term “employee” as merely "any employee," the economic realities test has merit because the FLSA also defines the verb “employ” expansively to mean “suffer or permit to work.” The breadth of the “employ” definition makes the statute applicable to some persons who would normally be excluded under a strict application of traditional common law principles.79 The Supreme Court has been clear that the textual asymmetry in definitions of the FLSA compared to other employment statutes precludes the use of the economic realities test in analyzing the definition of employment under other statutes.80

Despite this apparently clear delineation of when the right-to-control test might apply versus the economic realities test, an abundance of case law muddles the line. For example, in Juino v. Livingston Par. Fire Dist. No. 5, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit employed a hybrid of the right-to-control test and the economic realities test in determining whether a volunteer firefighter bringing a sexual harassment claim was an employee within the meaning of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.81 In its analysis, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit applied both the common law right-to-control test and the economic realities test to determine if the employment relationship was one of an employee or an independent contractor.82 The court used the two tests despite Title VII providing no additional statutory definitions of employment the way the FLSA does,


78. Darden, 503 U.S. at 326 (discussing Rutherford Food Corp. v. Mccomb, 331 U.S. 722 (1947), where the Court created the economic realities test to handle classification of employees under the FLSA).

79. Ibid.

80. Id. at 326 (rejecting respondent’s argument in Rutherford for the use of the economic realities test for a broader reading of employee, the Court stated, “ERISA lacks any such provision, however, and the textual asymmetry precludes reliance on FLSA cases when construing ERISA concepts of ‘employee.’”).
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which is how the Supreme Court justified the use of the economic realities test’s more expansive analysis in FLSA cases.83

The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit is not alone in blurring the line between where the right-to-control test should be applied versus the economic realities test. The Courts of Appeal for the Ninth and Tenth Circuits both have applied variations of the economic realities test to statutes with definitions asymmetric to those in the FLSA, and then added elements of the common law right-to-control test into their analysis.84 The result has been the development of a body of law that provides answers on a worker-by-worker basis and gives little actionable direction on which employers and workers can confidently rely as a guide to ensure compliance with the law.

Once a court goes through the complicated and time-consuming process of determining which test to use, it must next apply complex tests involving a large number of factors. The tests vary in length and number of factors, ranging from the five exclusive factors of the economic realities tests, the smallest test a court may consider, up to the twenty nonexclusive factors comprising the IRS balancing test.85 While the factors may vary slightly between tests, many factors within any one test are similar and therefore can be overlapping, confusing the courts. Whether evaluating a case using five factors or twenty factors, the analysis often involves a combination of objective and subjective judgments with no clear direction about the weight each factor should be given.86 Because there is no clear guidance on how judges should weigh the factors and because of the sometimes-subjective nature of the analysis, the answer to a question of worker classification depends heavily on the individual interpretations by the people conducting the analysis. This makes it difficult for employers and employees to

83. Compare id. at 434 (applying both tests in Juino), with Darden, 503 U.S. at 326 (rejecting the respondent’s reliance on Rutherford, a FLSA decision, explaining that ERISA lacked the expansive definition of “employ” contained in the FLSA). See also Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e (defining “employee” nominally and lacking any provision defining “employ”).

84. See, e.g., Oestman v. Nat’l Farmers Union Ins. Co., 958 F.2d 303, 305 (10th Cir. 1992) (applying both the economic realities test and the right-to-control test in determining employment classification under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act). See also Slayman v. FedEx Ground Package Sys., Inc., 765 F.3d 1033, 1041 (9th Cir. 2014) (applying both the economic realities test and the right-to-control test in order to determine if FedEx drivers were employees or independent contractors).

85. See Jost, supra note 25, at 351–52.

86. Id. (citing a 2007 report by the Joint Committee on Taxation which stated “Under the common-law test, some of the relevant factors may support employment status, while some may indicate independent contractor status, and there are no rules for the weight that any particular factor is given. In addition, some of the relevant factors involve an examination of objective facts, while others involve and examination of subjective facts. . . .”) (internal citation omitted).
determine how they should define their relationship to be in accordance with the law, and also makes it difficult to generate predictable and consistent outcomes if a case is taken to court.

There are multiple illustrations of how the application of the same test can lead to different results despite substantially similar factual circumstances. One such illustration is shown in how courts handled recent cases involving FedEx drivers. In *FedEx Home Delivery v. N.L.R.B.*, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit determined that under the common law right-to-control test FedEx drivers were independent contractors.87 In determining the type of control FedEx exercised over the drivers, the court focused on the entrepreneurial opportunity of the drivers to increase their individual earnings.88 The court focused on entrepreneurial opportunity as a tool for determining if FedEx’s relationship to the drivers was more analogous to a relationship between independent businesses or an employer-employee relationship. Using this framework, the court found that the ability of drivers to have multiple routes, to hire help in servicing those routes, to sell those routes, as well as the expressed contractual intent of the parties all were dispositive in determining that the drivers were independent contractors.89 The court also determined that although the controls FedEx retained over particulars — such as the appearance of the driver, the appearance of the truck, and the ability of FedEx to reconfigure routes — were significant, they were not sufficient evidence to determine that an employment relationship existed.90 

At odds with the *FedEx Home Delivery v. N.L.R.B.* decision is the determination by the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in *Alexander v. FedEx Ground Package Sys., Inc.*, which analyzed the work relationship using the same common law right-to-control test.91 *Alexander* explicitly considered and rejected the analysis used by the D.C. court in *FedEx Home Delivery v. N.L.R.B.*92 *Alexander* focused on FedEx’s control over the manner and means drivers used to perform their delivery services, stating that control as an employer may still exist even if a business may permit flexible and entrepreneurial opportunity to the worker.93 The court, in *Alexander*, found that FedEx exercised excessive control over the
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relationship with its drivers, citing as examples the company’s control over the trucks’ appearance (clean, white, and covered in FedEx logos); control over the driver’s appearance, dictating their entire wardrobe and setting hygiene requirements; control over working hours based on required package pick-up and drop-off times; and control over routes, including how and when drivers deliver packages.94

The panel in Alexander was not convinced by the entrepreneurial opportunities FedEx Home_Delivery v. N.L.R.B. relied on to determine that FedEx drivers were independent contractors. Alexander reasoned that FedEx retained some control over these opportunities since it could refuse proposed replacement drivers, refuse a driver request to take additional routes, and refuse to allow a driver to sell his or her route.95 This example shows that courts have achieved different results by applying the same analytical factors.96

A second challenge in applying the complex multifactor tests is that since the 1800s, when most of the tests originated, modern technologies have rendered the tests outdated and easily manipulated, resulting in the misclassification of employees as independent contractors.97 Many secondary factors, such as who provides the tools or equipment necessary for getting the job done, are equivocally applied and provide no aid to the court’s analysis.98 One such factor is who provides a vehicle necessary for the work. Generally, employers are viewed as providing the tools necessary for their employees to perform a job while independent contractors supply their own tools. However, a California court, for example, has ruled that a
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96. See also, e.g., Crew One Prods., Inc. v. N.L.R.B., 811 F.3d 1305, 1312-13 (11th Cir. 2016) (discussing that other circuits, such as the Second and Seventh, would disagree with the weight the court was giving to the failure to withhold employment taxes as a strong indicator that it was an independent contractor relationship; and stating that the Independent Contractor Agreement between the worker and the business was evidence of intent for an independent contractor relationship); but see Rutherford Food Corp. v. McComb, 331 U.S. 722, 729 (1947) (“Where the work done, in its essence, follows the usual path of an employee, putting on an ‘independent contractor’ label does not take the worker from the protection of the Act.”).
worker providing a car that is necessary for performing the job can still be considered an employee.99

Another example of an outdated factor included in most tests is the location of where the work is being performed.100 Historically, an inference was drawn that since employers had more control over a worker performing his or her duties at the employer’s place of business, workers on premises were more likely to be employees than independent contractors.101 The rise in telecommuting (working from a remote location) is making this factor less relevant as a determinant in worker classification. The number of Americans who telecommute rose by 79% between 2005 and 2012.102 Approximately 30 million Americans telecommute at least once a week.103 Because the current legal framework considers the location where the work is performed, a salaried office worker that both the employer and the worker intend to be considered an employee could fail this prong and be considered an independent contractor if the individual works from home. Modern technology often makes location irrelevant as a factor, and its continued use in the law produces ambiguity to an area of law where the employer struggles to understand its compliance requirements.

While workers may “fall clearly on one side or on the other, by whatever test may be applied[,]” there are many incidents of employment where the facts weigh partly in favor of an independent-contractor designation and partly in favor of an employee designation.104 However, the complex nature of the current legal classification system, with its numerous multi-factor tests that can produce disparate results in similar circumstances, provides no clear direction that businesses and workers can rely on to ensure that the workers will be classified as both parties expect.

C. APPLICATION TO WORKERS IN THE MODERN ECONOMY

The complexity of the legal tests and their shortcomings are even more apparent when applying them in the context of the modern gig economy. The modern gig economy, also referred to as the sharing economy or the on-
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demand business model, has many facets. It includes peer-to-peer transactions such as those through Airbnb that connect users with a home or bedroom for rent with customers looking for a short-term space to rent. 105 It also includes businesses conducting operations through the use of short-term, task-oriented employment usually facilitated by technology, such as Lyft and Uber. 106 Gigs vary greatly in terms of duration, from a simple task like completing a five-minute survey to contracting on a multiyear project, to working potentially indefinitely as a driver for Uber. 107 Gig workers can be found in a wide variety of fields such as art and design, computer and information technology, construction and extraction, media and communications, and transportation and material moving. 108

Statistical employment data on gig workers is difficult to find and distinguish because it is often aggregated into other categories of contingent or alternative employment, with independent contractor being the most common form of employment in these categories. 109 Despite the fact that contingent employment in the U.S. grew to 40 percent in 2010, 110 it constitutes only a small portion of the U.S. economy. On the other hand, the gig economy grew ten-fold from 2012 to 2015. 111 The portion of the gig economy resulting from peer-to-peer transactions is worth approximately $26 billion. 112 Uber, the fastest growing start-up in the world, is valued at over $50 billion. 113 Overall, the gig economy dramatically illustrates the expansive growth in businesses classifying many of their workers as independent contractors. 114

At first glance, the classification of gig economy workers as independent contractors appears fitting because their jobs allow workers greater flexibility and less control from employers than traditional
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However, employers in the gig economy can exert powerful influences over working conditions, including the setting of non-negotiable wage rates and strict behavior codes, while maintaining the ability to hire and fire workers in ways that are reflective of traditional employer-employee relationships. Although anybody hiring a worker is entitled to influence the subsequent working conditions, courts consider the level of influence or control that a hiring party retains in dictating those conditions as determinative in classifying workers as independent contractors or employees.

The task of legally classifying gig economy workers is a 21st century problem, but the tools available for courts to use are 20th century tests that are not capable of properly addressing this unique group. Some of the factors in the worker-classification legal tests favor categorizing gig economy workers as employees while other factors favor classification as an independent contractor. Gig workers often do not appear to fit the traditional common law definition of a servant (employee) performing services under the physical control of a master because, for example, of the flexibility a gig-worker to only perform work at their leisure. However, they also do not clearly fit the definition of independent contractors — someone “who is entrusted to undertake a specific project but who is left free to do the assigned work and to choose the method for accomplishing it”, such as when a gig-worker must comply with strict policies set by the company they are performing work for.

The flexibility of the gig employment creates the possibility of having a variety of individualized worker arrangements within the same company. For example, one Uber driver may occasionally drive a couple hours a week, while another may regularly spend 40 or more hours working for Uber. Despite this diversity, gig-workers within the same firm often share the same blanket classification of independent contractors. Such blanket classifications have begun to be challenged in courts, most notably between Uber and its drivers in litigation centered on, for example, the drivers seeking
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employment status in order to get a statutory minimum wage benefit or Uber asserting independent contractor status in order to avoid liability for tortious actions of drivers.\textsuperscript{121}

As of mid-2017, no U.S. court ruled as a matter of law in a case centered on the status of a gig economy worker. The most comprehensive treatments of the issue were in two cases from the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, one of which dealt with Uber drivers and the other with Lyft drivers.\textsuperscript{122} In both \textit{Cotter v. Lyft} and \textit{O’Connor v. Uber Technologies}, summary judgment motions were brought by Uber/Lyft before the court regarding whether the classification of the companies’ drivers can be determined as a matter of law.\textsuperscript{123} In making a summary judgment determination, the court must find there to be no genuine dispute on a material fact and then apply the law in a light most favorable to the non-moving party.\textsuperscript{124} In applying a right-to-control test to the facts of the case, the court in \textit{Cotter} determined that it could not rule that Lyft drivers were independent contractors as a matter of law because there was not a clear legal answer based on the facts presented.\textsuperscript{125} The most important factor in the analysis, control, favored a ruling that an employee-employer relationship existed and so the court could not rule in favor of Lyft.\textsuperscript{126} However, when some of the secondary factors in the common law right-to-control test were applied, the court also could not conclude that the drivers were employees, ultimately denying the motion for summary judgment.\textsuperscript{127} The facts that drivers enjoyed flexibility in the work arrangements, that they could accept or reject ride requests, that they could choose which parts of San Francisco


\textsuperscript{123} \textit{O’Connor}, 82 F. Supp. 3d at 1135 (“Pending before the Court is Uber’s motion for summary judgment that Plaintiffs are independent contractors as a matter of law.”); \textit{Cotter}, 60 F.Supp.3d at 1069 (“The question in this case is whether Lyft drivers are “employees” or “independent contractors” under California law.”).
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\textsuperscript{125} \textit{Cotter}, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1079.

\textsuperscript{126} \textit{Cotter}, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1079 (“It would be difficult to rule as a matter of law that the plaintiffs were independent contractors when the most important factor for discerning the relationship under California law, namely, the right of control, tends to cut the other way.”).

\textsuperscript{127} \textit{Id.} at 1081.
in which they drove, and that they had minimal contact with Lyft management, all favored classification as independent contractors.\footnote{Id. at 1079, 1081.}

As more than one reasonable inference could be drawn from the facts, the court chose to exercise its discretion and deferred determination of whether the drivers were employees or independent contractors to the jury. The jury’s job is then to weigh the intertwined factors of the common law test based on the particular facts.\footnote{Id. at 1077.} This process was also followed in \textit{O’Connor} where the court could not rule as a matter of law on the status of Uber drivers and so denied the summary judgment motion, leaving the final determination of how to balance the factors to a jury.\footnote{See \textit{O’Connor}, 82 F. Supp. 3d at 1145–53.}

Dicta offered by the judges in both \textit{Cotter} and \textit{O’Conner} expressed dissatisfaction with the common law right-to-control test to ride-sharing workers. \textit{Cotter} called the test “outmoded,” stating that it “provides nothing remotely close to a clear answer” when classifying workers in the 21st century.\footnote{\textit{Cotter}, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1081–82.} The court stated it might be better to permit some Lyft workers to be classified as employees and others as independent contractors, or even to create a third classification for them.\footnote{Ibid.} In \textit{O’Connor}, the court asserts it would have liked to consider other factors in its analysis since the common law test evolved under an “economic model very different from the new ‘sharing economy.’”\footnote{\textit{O’Connor}, 82 F. Supp. 3d at 1153.} However, it was precluded from including different factors, such as the proportion of revenues generated and shared by the parties, their relative bargaining power, and range of alternatives available to each because these factors are not expressly included in the common law’s right-to-control test.\footnote{Ibid.} Both opinions call for legislative reform of the current classification system.\footnote{\textit{Cotter}, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1082 (“But absent legislative intervention, California’s outmoded test for classifying workers will apply in cases like this.”); \textit{O’Connor}, 80 F. Supp. 3d at 1153 (“It may be that the legislature or appellate courts may eventually refine or revise that test in the context of the new economy. It is conceivable that the legislature would enact rules particular to the new so-called ‘sharing economy.’ Until then, this Court is tasked with applying the traditional multifactor test . . . .”)} However, until reform occurs, the courts must task juries with the responsibility of classifying gig workers, who do not always fit squarely into either a classification of employees or of
independent contractors, because the courts have an insufficient basis on which to reach their own decisions.\footnote{136}{Cotter, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1082 (“As should now be clear, the jury in this case will be handed a square peg and asked to choose between two round holes.”).}

Uber Technologies, Inc., creator of the mobile ride-sharing app, states that it is a technology company providing a platform that connects transportation businesses with passengers looking for a ride.\footnote{137}{O’Connor v. Uber Techs., Inc., 82 F.Supp. 3d 1133, 1137 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 11, 2015) (Judge Edward M. Chen).} Uber relies on arrangements with “transportation providers,” people hired as independent contractors, to service Uber’s customers.\footnote{138}{Ibid.} Prospective drivers are required to have a car and a license, fill out a short application, pass a background check, and successfully complete a one-hour interview with an Uber employee in order to be hired as a transportation provider.\footnote{139}{Id. at 1336 (discussing the application process for prospective Uber drivers).} After that, drivers set their own schedules by logging onto their account on the Uber mobile app, which is software designed to run on smartphones and other mobile devices, and they can start receiving requests by Uber users looking to hire them for a ride. These drivers experience little oversight from Uber.\footnote{140}{Id. at 1338.}

The Uber employment opportunity is an exemplar in the rising gig economy companies where businesses utilize technology to connect with workers in new ways. Gig-economy workers, such as Uber drivers, are often hired by employers as independent contractors, even though the nature of their work may not necessarily meet traditional definitions or self-evidently meet traditional tests for an independent contractor classification. As a result, such businesses often have greater risks of exposure to the penalties associated with misclassification of workers.\footnote{141}{Reibstein et al., supra note 67, at 4 (“Some of the businesses that have the greatest risks of exposure are those using an “on demand” business model in the “sharing” economy, deploying workers paid on a 1099 basis that are available at times when the demand for services rise.”).}

As the biggest and one of the more influential companies in the gig economy, Uber’s labeling of its 160,000 drivers (as of 2016) as independent contractors sets a standard that many other gig economy companies have emulated.\footnote{142}{Nat’l Emp’t Law Project, Employers in the On-Demand Economy 1 (2016), http://www.nelp.org/content/uploads/Fact-Sheet-Employers-in-the-On-Demand-Economy.pdf [https://perma.cc/74SC-5BEZ].} TaskRabbit and Lyft are examples of companies that followed Uber’s example in classifying their workers as independent contractors.\footnote{143}{See Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 5, at 1686.}
However, not all businesses in the gig economy rely on independent contracting to run their businesses; many companies define their gig workers as employees. However, some companies that originally self-classified their workers as independent contractors, such as grocery delivery service Instacart, restructured their employment contracts and elected to change the classification of their workers to employees. Moreover, recent legal challenges by Uber and Lyft drivers for violations of working conditions and low wages are raising the profile of worker-classification questions as they concern gig workers.

IV. A TWO-COMPONENT OPTION FOR EMPLOYMENT CLASSIFICATIONS

Clear statutory definitions are integral to the successful distinction between employees and independent contractors. Without clear definitions, businesses seeking to use the distinction legitimately will struggle to comply with the law, workers will be less likely to understand if they are misclassified, and government agencies will need to expend resources to impose penalties for violations and increase enforcement mechanisms. However, statutory definitions must not only help to prevent misclassification; they must lead to the determination of clear and fair tests to be applied by courts interpreting the laws. Successful reform requires the establishment of a unified standard test that is consistently used to interpret all legal scenarios that depend upon distinguishing between independent contractors and employees.

A. USE OF THE ABC TEST AS A UNIFORM STANDARD

The first component of the proposed two-component option for an improved legal standard would be the legislative adoption of the ABC Test for all statutes that are intended to distinguish employees from independent
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contractors. Originating in Maine in 1935, the ABC Test has become the dominant reform for state independent contractor definitions since Massachusetts adopted it in 2004. However, it has yet to be adopted at the federal level. The ABC Test is a simplified version of the common law “right to control” test. While it varies slightly from state to state, the ABC Test creates a rebuttable presumption in favor of employment that can be overcome only by analyzing the three prongs of the test. This succinct test requires employers to show: (A) that “the individual is free from control and direction in connection with the performance of the service, both under his contract for the performance of service and in fact,” (B) that “the service is performed outside the usual course of the business of the employer,” and, (C) that “the individual is customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, profession or business of the same nature as that involved in the service performed.”

The ABC test has been “clearly favored” by state legislatures with 16 states using it to transform their legal definitions of an independent contractor between 2004 and 2016. In total, 38 states have adopted some form of the ABC Test. There are a number of reasons why the ABC test is popular, including the following four. First, the presumption of employment “mak[es] it more difficult for unscrupulous employers to misclassify employees as independent contractors to avoid legal obligations.” The presumption of employment puts the onus on employers, who are usually the party with the most control over the facets of the relationship, to prove that a legitimate employment relationship exists. The universal application of a presumption against employers allows the ABC Test to apply to both typical and atypical business structures because
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it requires employers to justify how their classification fits within the boundaries of the independent contractor definition.158

Second, the ABC Test eliminates the most easily manipulated factors, such as intent and location, in favor of a concise test of three dispositive factors, all of which must be satisfied.159 In applying other types of tests, courts often ignore some factors in favor of others.160 With the ABC Test, the three prongs act as a simple checklist of objective factors for courts to apply.161 To successfully rebut the presumption of employment, an employer must prove that all three criteria are met for a worker to be considered an independent contractor.162 Failure to prove any one of the three prongs results in classification as an employee.163 The simplicity of both the small number of prongs and how they are collectively applied makes the ABC Test more user-friendly to judges, workers, and businesses compared to the complexity of current common-law tests.

Third, the ABC Tests often include strict enforcement measures, including both potential civil liability and potential criminal liability, to discourage business from misclassifying workers.164 Under the common-law scheme, the penalty for misclassification is the assessment of back taxes, back pay, and benefits that place the employer in the same position they would have been had the classification been made properly in the first place.165 In contrast, the ABC Test provides additional penalties in the form
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of fines and potential criminal liability, with the type of enforcement varying widely among states.\textsuperscript{166} These additional penalties provide an incentive for employers to more carefully consider how they classify employees because the tests provide an additional penalty rather than just a reset.

\textit{Last}, a major advantage of the ABC Test is that it is most effective when applied as a universal basis for distinguishing between employees and independent contractors.\textsuperscript{167} Distinct areas of state statutory systems often rely on different definitions of employee and independent contractor.\textsuperscript{168} The differing definitions can mean, for example, that workers who may be considered employees under tax statutes may be considered independent contractors under workers’ compensation law. The uniformity that the ABC Test can bring to the definitions across all relevant laws will help provide consistent expectations that are simpler to comply with for employers and workers.\textsuperscript{169}

Despite its several and important advantages, the ABC Test is unfortunately not a flawless solution. The employment presumption is a difficult barrier to overcome, putting a heavier burden of proof on employers as opposed to their burden under the common-law test. The ABC Test is also criticized for being deceptively simple since it may only hide the other right-to-control factors that it replaces. For example, in \textit{Carpet Remnant Warehouse v. New Jersey Dept. of Labor}, the New Jersey Supreme Court applied several common-law control factors in evaluating prong A of the ABC Test.\textsuperscript{170} The court also looked at the twenty-factor IRS Test for guidance in evaluating the element of control as well.\textsuperscript{171} Finally, the inflexibility of the ABC Test may give rise to circumstances where overwhelming evidence suggests that a person should not be classified as an employee nonetheless classifies the person as such because of an inability to satisfy any one of the ABC Test’s prongs.\textsuperscript{172} This situation highlights the
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harsh reality that the binary system for categorizing workers recognizes only
the extreme ends of what in reality is a continuum from employee to
independent contractor.

B. USE OF A DEPENDENT CONTRACTOR CLASSIFICATION TO BREAK FROM
THE BINARY SYSTEM

A promising approach to addressing the shortcomings of traditional
binary classification schemes, including ABC Tests, is the second
component of a proposed integrative option for an improved legal standard.
It involves the adoption of a third category of workers — the dependent
contractor. The key distinction between independent contractors and
dependent contractors is the extent to which the workers depend on the
employer for their total annual income. Workers who have multiple sources
of income would typically receive the independent contractor designation,
while workers who were heavily reliant on one or a few employers for their
income would typically receive the dependent contractor designation. The
underlying logic is that the greater the dependence of the worker on the
employer, the greater the power the employer has in dictating the nature of
their relationship.173

The creation of the classification of dependent contractor provides an
option for courts when handling workers whose employment relationship is
in the gray area between an employee and an independent contractor. Such
a distinction would allow statutes to confer some employment rights on
individuals who do not fit into a traditional employer-employee
relationship.174

Many gig economy workers might be appropriately classified as
dependent contractors. Gig economy workers are often considered
independent contractors although they may be entirely economically
dependent on piecing together different gigs to produce their income. One
difficulty in classifying gig workers is the wide variety of involvement, and
economic dependence gig workers have on multiple peer-to-peer
marketplaces or on a single firm. Lyft drivers are considered to be
independent contractors whether they drive sporadically in their free time to
supplement the income of another job or they spend 40 or more hours driving
for Lyft and rely on that income exclusively. Although most gig workers are
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not dependent exclusively on the income they generate from internet or app-based\textsuperscript{175} platforms, a 2015 study by JP Morgan Chase found that approximately one-fourth of gig workers earned more than 75 percent of their income through online labor platforms.\textsuperscript{176} A dependent contractor classification would allow all Lyft drivers to be considered contractors, but would give extra employment protections to a worker driving full time, to name but one example.

In adopting the dependent contractor classification, the United States could look to Canadian law. Canada and the US have similar common-law histories in defining employee because of their shared roots in British common law.\textsuperscript{177} Canada’s common-law test for distinguishing between independent contractors and employees is very similar to the U.S. tests in that they look at control, ownership of tools, and the chance of profit and risk of loss.\textsuperscript{178} However, as early as 1936, Canadian courts recognized an intermediate position of the dependent contractor on the employee and independent contractor continuum — where a master-servant relationship does not exist, but the economic dependence of the worker warrants additional legal protection.\textsuperscript{179} Under Canadian labor law, a dependent contractor is defined as a person who:

\begin{itemize}
\item whether or not employed under a contract of employment,
\item performs work or services for another person on such terms and conditions that they are in, relation to that other person, in a position of economic dependence on, and under an obligation to perform duties for, that other person.\textsuperscript{180}
\end{itemize}

Economic dependence is demonstrated by a worker-employer relationship that is “complete or near-complete exclusivity.”\textsuperscript{181} Once economic dependence is established, the general employee versus

\textsuperscript{175} “App” is short for an application, which are typically small, specialized programs that can be downloaded onto mobile devices.

\textsuperscript{176} Farrell & Greig, supra note 111, at 24.


\textsuperscript{178} Id. (citing Montreal v. Montreal Locomotive Works Ltd. (1946), [1947] 1 D.L.R. 161 (Can. P.C.)).

\textsuperscript{179} See McKee v. Reid’s Heritage Homes Ltd., 2009 ONCA 916, para. 29–30 (Can. On.) (discussing the history of Ontario’s dependent contractor designation and the differences between employees, dependent contractors and independent contractors).

\textsuperscript{180} Canada Labour Code, R.S.C. 1985, c L-2, s.3.

\textsuperscript{181} McKee, 2009 ONCA 916, para. 30.
independent contract test is applied to determine if the worker is a dependent contractor or an employee. However, since dependent contractors are included within the definition of employee, they are allowed to receive many of the same benefits and rights as employees — notably, in Canada, the right to collective bargaining.

In the Canadian context, *Riverside Door & Trim Inc. v. Carpenters and Allied Workers (UBCJA, Local 27)*, raised the question of whether or not a worker was a dependent contractor or an independent contractor. The respondent in *Riverside Door & Trim* manufactured carpentry materials to be used in residential construction and then subcontracted out the installation of the materials. On behalf of two of these subcontractors, the union brought a challenge stating that they should be considered dependent contractors and therefore added to the list of employees for purposes of collective bargaining.

There was no dispute that the subcontractors, who ran their own sole proprietorships, were contractors. The manufacturing company tried asserting that because they were registered businesses, hired their own employees, and made a profit they should be considered independent contractors; however, the court found those assertions to be boilerplate pleadings not supported by facts with which to demonstrate that there is no dependent relationship. The court went on to explain that the proper process is that a party must plead sufficient material facts to support the asserted conclusion if proven in order to proceed further into litigation and absent such assertion, the material facts pleaded by the worker’s controls. In this particular case, the workers asserted that they registered as sole proprietorships at the request of the manufacturer after working for the manufacturer for some time and that they had worked almost exclusively for the manufacturer for the past year. Applying the statutory definition of a dependent contractor to these facts, the court ultimately concluded that the
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two contractors were dependent contractors and were entitled to collective bargaining rights.191

*Riverside* is illustrative of some of the strengths of a legal framework for classifying workers that include a dependent contractor category. It shows how the legal system can operate to protect an individual running an independent business that is economically dependent on a single employer who provides them some rights that are ordinarily given only to bona fide employees, such as the right to collective bargaining. This case also highlights how presumptions against an employer act as a higher standard of proof, which adds an extra layer of protection to workers.

However, the *Riverside* case also shows that adding a dependent contractor classification shifts the categorization problem rather than outright resolving it. The workers in *Riverside* were deemed to have dependent contractor status under collective bargaining legislation, but that conclusion had no bearing on their status under other labor and employment laws. A system with a dependent contractor classification relies on legislative determinations of which statutory rights and protections ordinarily afforded only to employees will also be granted to dependent contractors. The general practice in Canada has been to maintain the employee-independent contractor distinction and then either extend or reduce coverage to workers who fall inside or outside the definition of dependent contractor through additional legislation and regulation.192 As such, dependent contractors in most Canadian provinces have rights of collective bargaining and are protected by employment standards laws; but, dependent contractor rights and obligations are less settled in areas such as employment equity, occupational health and safety, workers’ compensation, pension and retirement plans, employment insurance, and income taxes.193

Consequently, this system does not offer a universal solution and can be based on the political influence of particular groups rather than the public policy.194 Legislatures have the discretion to adopt broad definitions of employee and dependent contractor or limited definitions based on industry

191. *Id.* at para. 28.
193. For a thorough discussion of Canadian workers’ rights under these various areas of law, see *id.* at 198–225.
194. *Id.* at 226 (“Although this piecemeal approach has benefited particular groups of workers in specific ways . . . it has significant limitations. The most obvious is that the process of inclusion and exclusion are ad hoc and dependent on factors that have little to do with public policy and more to do with political power.”).
or occupation. In addition to determining precisely how to distinguish the legal rights of dependent contractors, the dependent contractor classification requires the establishment of distinctions among three categories of workers rather than just two. Adding a third category thus increases the burden on regulators and judges to determine the difference between dependent and independent contractors, in addition to the determination of employee or contractor.

Despite these challenges, a three-category system would be functionally better than the binary system that exists in the United States and is, therefore, worthy of exploring. A three-category system would give more flexibility for courts and legislatures to grant protections to potentially disadvantaged workers who otherwise would not qualify for protection. Even though such a system may be enacted on an ad hoc, piecemeal basis, having some benefits is better than having no benefits and legislatures would be further empowered to shape employment laws over time according to the evolution of labor relationships.

A three-category legal framework could be beneficial because it would recognize and account for a large and growing number of worker-employer relationships that exist in the modern economy, such as conflicts involving gig-economy workers who are hard to classify under the current binary system. Although there is potential for great disparity in the economic dependence gig workers have within the same firm, American law treats their gig workers and having no distinctions. Application of the Canadian-style legal regime in the U.S. could allow the economically dependent gig workers to receive employment protections without disrupting the independent contractor status of their less-dependent counterparts. This solution would benefit full-time workers by giving them statutory protection but preserve the ability of the employers to use the independent contractor distinction without fear of negative repercussions from misclassification.

V. CONCLUSION

The current legal systems in the United States for distinguishing between independent contractors and employees need to be updated to accommodate modern employment practices. The right-to-control test and the economic reliance test are derived from common-law principles that were formulated in the 1800s based on simple master-servant relationships, and
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they need modifications to handle the complexities of 21st century employment as offered to gig-economy workers.

The number and uncertainty of current legal frameworks for classifying workers frustrate employer compliance and judicial enforcement. Definitions and tests for determining whether a worker is an independent contractor or an employee vary dramatically based on the law that is applied, leaving open the possibility for a worker to be considered an independent contractor under some laws and tests while being considered an employee under others. This confusion produces dramatic economic consequences for both workers and employers. It is essential for businesses to know how to properly classify their workers in order to implement particular business models and avoid exposure to liability for non-compliance. Likewise, workers should not be deprived of important legal protections and benefits as a result of being misclassified.

A promising two-component solution would be to replace the myriad of old tests with one based on the ABC Test, and modified to benefit from the design features of dependent contractor laws. The ABC Test is a serviceable mechanism for determining the definitional differences between a contractor and an employee. However, establishing a middle-ground designation of dependent contractor would allow economically vulnerable contractors to be granted some legal protections.

By bolstering the ABC Test with the ability to classify a worker as a dependent contractor, a worker whose circumstances do not meet the high standards for a designation of independent contractor may avoid an equally inappropriate classification as an employee. Instead, such workers could be defined as dependent contractors because they satisfy some, but not all, of the ABC Test’s prongs. Similarly, the ABC Test removes some of the politics inherent in the dependent contractor status because it would provide an objective and testable definition that can be used in statutes that legislatures determine include protections for dependent contractors.

In short, the ABC Test provides a clear method of distinguishing between the different categories of workers, while legislatures could retain the flexibility to determine which employment statutes will be strengthened by a ternary classification. This proposed two-component solution is unique and not without its own faults, but it could represent a superior option for workers, contractors, employers, and the courts because of its clarity and flexibility.
***